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A Southern Music 2017-08-16

t m krishna one of the foremost karnatik vocalists today begins his panoramic exploration of that tradition with a fundamental question what is music taking nothing for
granted and addressing diverse readers from karnatik music s rich spectrum and beyond it krishna provides a path breaking overview of south indian classical music he
advances provocative ideas about various aspects of its practice central to his thinking is the concept of art music the ability to achieve abstraction as the
foundational character of karnatik music in his explorations he sights the visible connections and unappreciated intersections between this music form and others
hindustani music bharatanatyam fusion music and cine music treading new often contentious ground a southern music seeks to retrace the sources of karnatik music even as
it reflects on its self renewing vitality today to that end krishna examines a number of issues that karnatik music must face up to questions of gender and caste the role
of religion and of lyrics inspired by devotional sentiments the diaspora and its relationship with classical music technology unquestionably the definitive book on
karnatik music

A Southern Music 2013-12-26

one of the foremost karnatik vocalists today t m krishna writes lucidly and passionately about the form its history its problems and where it stands todayt m krishna
begins his sweeping exploration of the tradition of karnatik music with a fundamental question what is music taking nothing for granted and addressing readers from across
the spectrum musicians musicologists as well as laypeople krishna provides a path breaking overview of south indian classical music

The Spirit of Enquiry 2021-05-31

as a vocalist in the karnatik tradition t m krishna eludes standard analyses uncommon in his rendition of music and original in his interpretation of it krishna is at
once strong and subtle manifestly traditional and stunningly innovative he is searingly outspoken about issues affecting the human condition his work is spread across the
whole spectrum of music and culture politics and the social sphere he is at once philosophical aesthetic and sociopolitical and asks important questions about how art is
made performed and disseminated unabashedly given to rethinking classical paradigms he addresses crucial issues of caste class and gender with nuance and openness for the
first time t m krishna s key writings have been put together in this extraordinary collection the spirit of enquiry dissent as an art form draws from his rich body of
work thematically divided into five key sections art and artistes the nation state the theatre of secularism savage inequalities and in memoriam revised and expanded and
with marvellous new additional materials and powerful new introductions this is a collection that reflects the critical and cultural engagement of one of our finest
thinkers public intellectuals and practitioners of art

PEDAGOGICAL ASPECTS OF MANŌDHARMA SAṄGĪTAM IN KARNATIC CLASSICAL MUSIC 2022-11-02

this volume is an adda of great minds spanning generations and multiple nationalities while one discusses creativity and aesthetics through indian classical music another
recounts the pleasure of a simple walk another questions how it would be if rabindranath tagore lived in the twenty first century yet another how cool indians are or
might be in the future subjects as far apart as war and solitude find space in these musings through these lively engagements emerge key insights into the ideas writings
and life of one of the foremost intellectuals of our time in indian and global scholarship thought and dissent ashis nandy

Ashis Nandy 2018-04-04

this monograph presents a diverse collection of articles on indian art music based on analytical work aided by computational tools the book focuses mainly on the current
practices in music and its representation in audio recordings a perspective that is particularly relevant to oral traditions it presents a rare and unique example of
collaboration between musicians musicologists scientists and engineers the presentation brings together various aspects of research on indian art music that benefits from
audio processing or computing ranging from musicology to information retrieval to instrument modeling it is hoped that the monograph will serve as an accessible
introduction to computational approaches for indian art music in particular and ethnomusicology more generally

Indian Art Music: A Computational Perspective 2023-02-05

a framework for knowledge ownership that challenges the mechanisms of inequality in modern society scholars of science technology medicine and law have all tended to
emphasize knowledge as the sum of human understanding and its ownership as possession by law breaking with traditional discourse on knowledge property as something that



concerns mainly words and intellectual history or science and law dagmar schäfer annapurna mamidipudi and marius buning propose technology as a central heuristic for
studying the many implications of knowledge ownership toward this end they focus on the notions of knowledge and ownership in courtrooms workshops policy and research
practices while also shedding light on scholarship itself as a powerful tool for making explicit the politics inherent in knowledge practices and social order the book
presents case studies showing how diverse knowledge economies are created and how inequalities arise from them unlike scholars who have fragmented this discourse across
the disciplines of anthropology sociology and history the editors highlight recent developments in the emerging field of the global history of knowledge as science as
economy and as culture the case studies reveal how notions of knowing and owning emerge because they reciprocally produce and determine each other s limits and
possibilities that is how we know inevitably affects how we can own what we know and how we own always impacts how and what we are able to know contributors dagmar
schäfer annapurna mamidipudi cynthia brokaw marius buning viren murthy marjolijn bol amy e slaton james leach myles w jackson lissant bolton vivek s oak jörn oeder

Cultures of Work, the Neoliberal Environment and Music in Higher Education 2023-07-18

this book presents interdisciplinary research on the aesthetics of perfection and imperfection broadening this growing field it connects the aesthetics of imperfection
with issues in areas including philosophy music literature urban environment architecture art theory and cultural studies the contributors to this volume argue that
imperfection has value in being open and inclusive the aesthetics of imperfection is typified by organic unpolished production and the avoidance of perfect finish instead
representing living and natural change and opposing the consumerist concern with the flawless and pristine the chapters are divided into seven thematic sections after the
first section on imperfection across the arts and culture the next three parts are on imperfection in the arts of music visual and theatrical arts and literature the
second half of this book then moves to categories in everyday life and branches this further into body self and the person and urban environments together the chapters
promote a positive ethos of imperfection that furthers individual and social engagement and supports creativity over mere passivity imperfectionist aesthetics in art and
everyday life will appeal to a broad range of scholars and advanced students working in philosophical aesthetics literature music urban environment architecture art
theory and cultural studies

Ownership of Knowledge 2022-12-30

this book provides an in depth ethnographic study of science and religion in the context of south asia giving voice to indian scientists and shedding valuable light on
their engagement with religion drawing on biographical autobiographical historical and ethnographic material the volume focuses on scientists religious life and practices
and the variety of ways in which they express them renny thomas challenges the idea that science and religion in india are naturally connected and argues that the
discussion has to go beyond binary models of conflict and complementarity by complicating the understanding of science and religion in india the book engages with new
ways of looking at these categories

Imperfectionist Aesthetics in Art and Everyday Life 2021-12-30

music and temple ritual in south india performing for Śiva documents the musical practices of the periya mēḷam a south indian instrumental ensemble of professional
musicians who perform during the rituals and festivals of high caste brahmanical tamil hindu temples dedicated to the pan indian god Śiva an important patron of music
since at least the tenth century it explores the ways in which music and ritual are mutually constitutive illuminating the cultural logics whereby performing and
listening are integral to the kinetic sensory and affective experiences that enable shape and stimulate ritual communication in present day devotional hinduism more than
a rich and vivid ethnographic description of a local tradition the book also develops a comprehensive and original analytical model in which music is understood as both a
situated and creative activity and where the fluid relationship between humans and non humans in this case divine beings is truly taken into consideration

Science and Religion in India 2022-12-30

throughout history speech and storytelling have united communities and mobilized movements protestant textuality and the tamil modern examines this phenomenon in tamil
speaking south india over the last three centuries charting the development of political oratory and its influence on society supplementing his narrative with thorough
archival work bernard bate begins with protestant missionaries introduction of the sermonic genre and takes the reader through its local vernacularization what originally
began as a format of religious speech became an essential political infrastructure used to galvanize support for new social imaginaries from indian independence to tamil
nationalism completed by a team of bate s colleagues this ethnography marries linguistic anthropology to performance studies and political history illuminating new
geographies of belonging in the modern era



Music and Temple Ritual in South India 2021-08-17

what are the implications of establishing a university department for ethnomusicology in the field how does this affect not only the local music culture but also the
development of ethnomusicology what are the advantages disadvantages of an ethnomusicology curriculum giving as much importance to practical training in music as to
theory classes at kathmandu university s department of music in bhaktapur ethnomusicologists and professional musicians together support the sustainability of traditional
music in nepal by developing approaches that explore the space between keeping it as it is conservation and letting it disappear non interference this book examines these
efforts through an analysis of ethnomusicological research and teaching and the work of professional musicians involved in the development of new forms of popular music
it offers unique insights into a decades spanning project of applied ethnomusicology while also contributing to the discourse about musical sustainability and the
localisation and practical application of ethnomusicology in south asia and beyond

Protestant Textuality and the Tamil Modern 2023-03-06

a widely accepted explanation for india s national unity is a narrative called the bhakti movement poet saints singing bhakti from india s southern tip to the himalayas
between 600 and 1600 john hawley shows that this narrative with its political overtones was created by the early twentieth century circle around rabindranath tagore in
bengal

Applied Ethnomusicology in Nepal. Preserving Traditional Music in South Asia 2015-03-09

the routledge companion to music and human rights is a collection of case studies spanning a wide range of concerns about music and human rights in response to
intensifying challenges to the well being of individuals peoples and the planet it brings forward the expertise of academic researchers lawyers human rights practitioners
and performing musicians who offer critical reflection on how their work might identify inform or advance mutual interests in their respective fields the book is
comprised of 28 chapters interspersed with 23 voices portraits that focus on individuals intimate experiences with music in the defence or advancement of human rights and
explores the following four themes 1 fundamentals on music and human rights 2 music in pursuit of human rights 3 music as a means of violating human rights 4 human rights
and music intrinsic resonances

A Storm of Songs 2022-05-30

investigating more than 70 key concepts relating to the performing arts in more than six non european languages this volume provides a groundbreaking research tool and
one of a kind reference source for theatre performance and dance studies worldwide the companion features in depth explorations of and expert introductions to a select
number of performance related key concepts in arabic chinese japanese korean yorùbá as well as the indian languages sanskrit hindi and tamil key concepts such as furǧa
in arabic for example or jiadingxing ��� in chinese gei � in japanese Ìparadà in yorùbá and imyeon �� in korean that defy easy translation from one language to فرجة
another and especially into english as the world s lingua franca and that reflect culturally specific ways of thinking and talking about the performing arts are
thoroughly examined in in depth articles written by more than 60 distinguished scholars from around the globe the articles describe in detail each concept s dynamic
history its flexible scope of meaning and current range of usage the companion also includes extensive introductions to each language section in which internationally
renowned experts explain how the presented key concepts are situated within and are constitutive of distinct and dynamic epistemic systems that have different yet always
interlinked histories and orientations offers a fascinating insight into the unique histories characteristics and orientations of linguistically and culturally distinct
epistemic systems related to the performative arts contains extensive cross references and bibliographies an invaluable research tool and one of a kind reference source
for scholars and students worldwide and across the humanities especially in the fields of theatre performance dance translation area and cultural studies an accessible
handbook for everybody interested in performance cultures and performance related knowledge systems existing in the world today this volume provides an invaluable
research tool and one of a kind reference source for scholars and students worldwide and across the humanities especially in the fields of theatre performance dance
translation and area studies history of science and the humanities and cultural studies

The Routledge Companion to Music and Human Rights 2024-05-31

as economic technological and cultural change gathers pace across the world issues of music heritage and sustainability have become ever more pressing discourse on
intangible cultural heritage has developed in complex ways in recent years and musical practices have been transformed by safeguarding agendas music as heritage takes
stock of these transformations bringing new ethnographic and historical perspectives to bear on our encounters with music heritage the volume evaluates the cultural
politics ethics and audiovisual representation of music heritage the methods and consequences of music transmission across national borders and the perennial issues of



revival change and innovation unesco s 2003 convention for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage provides an essential reference point for studies of music
heritage however this volume also pays attention to important spheres of musical activity that lie outside of unesco s reach and the reasons why some repertories of music
are chosen for safeguarding while others are not some practices of art music in europe explored in this book for example have received little attention despite being
susceptible to endangerment developing a comparative framework that cuts across genre distinctions and disciplinary boundaries music as heritage explores how music
cultures are being affected by heritage discourse and the impact of international and national policies on grass roots music practices

The Routledge Companion to Performance-Related Concepts in Non-European Languages 2018-07-20

this collective volume concentrates on the concept of transposition exploring its potential as a lens through which to examine recent francophone literary cinematic
theatrical musical and artistic creations that reveal multilingual and multicultural realities the chapters are composed by leading scholars in french and francophone
studies who engage in interdisciplinary reflections on the ways transcontinental movement has influenced diverse genres it begins with the premise that an attentiveness
to migration has inspired writers artists filmmakers playwrights and musicians to engage in new forms of translation in their work their own diverse backgrounds combine
with their awareness of the itineraries of others to have an impact on the innovative languages that emerge in their creative production these contemporary figures
realize that migratory actualities must be transposed into different linguistic and cultural contexts in order to be legible and audible in order to be perceptible either
for the reader the listener or the viewer the novels films plays works of art and musical pieces that exemplify such transpositions adopt inventive elements that push the
limits of formal composition in french this work is therefore often inspiring as it points in evocative ways toward fluid influences and a plurality of interactions that
render impossible any static conception of being or belonging

Music as Heritage 2021

the sage encyclopedia of music and culture presents key concepts in the study of music in its cultural context and provides an introduction to the discipline of
ethnomusicology its methods concerns and its contributions to knowledge and understanding of the world s musical cultures styles and practices the diverse voices of
contributors to this encyclopedia confirm ethnomusicology s fundamental ethos of inclusion and respect for diversity combined the multiplicity of topics and approaches
are presented in an easy to search a z format and offer a fresh perspective on the field and the subject of music in culture key features include approximately 730 signed
articles authored by prominent scholars are arranged a to z and published in a choice of print or electronic editions pedagogical elements include further readings and
cross references to conclude each article and a reader s guide in the front matter organizing entries by broad topical or thematic areas back matter includes an annotated
resource guide to further research journals books and associations an appendix listing notable archives libraries and museums and a detailed index the index reader s
guide themes and cross references combine for thorough search and browse capabilities in the electronic edition

Transpositions 2019-02-26

while institutional critique has long been an important part of artistic practice and theoretical debate in the visual arts it has long escaped attention in the field of
music this open access volume assembles for the first time an array of theoretical approaches and practical examples dealing with new music s institutions their critique
and their transformations for scholars leaders and practitioners alike it offers an important overview of current developments as well as theoretical reflections about
new music and its institutions today in this way it provides a major contribution to the debate about the present and future of contemporary music

The SAGE International Encyclopedia of Music and Culture 2023-10-26

this book provides a critical academic evaluation of the music city as a form of urban cultural policy that has been keenly adopted in policy circles across the globe but
which as yet has only been subject to limited empirical and conceptual interrogation with a particular focus on heritage planning tourism and regulatory measures this
book explores how local geographical social and economic contexts and particularities shape the nature of music city policies or lack thereof in particular cities the
book broadens academic interrogation of music cities to include cities as diverse as san francisco liverpool chennai havana san juan birmingham and southampton
contributors include both academic and professional practitioners and consequently this book represents one of the most diverse attempts yet to critically engage with
music cities as a global cultural policy concept



New Music and Institutional Critique 2020-06-12

this is as much the story of indian advertising as it is about india ad veteran ambi parameswaran looks at how advertising has evolved reflecting the country s culture
politics and economy in the last fifty years from sartorial taste and food habits to marriage and old age music and language to celebrities and censorship ambi examines
over a hundred ads to study how the indian consumer has changed in the past five decades and how advertising and society have shaped each other combining anecdote and
analyses to give us a slice of modern history ambi evaluates the relationship between affluence aspiration and desire in india exploring trends and impacts he covers the
ads that captured the imagination of the entire country from only vimal and jai jawan jai kisan to jo biwi se kare pyaar and the controversial tuffs shoes campaign the
book is a memorable journey through brands consumers and the world of advertising

Music Cities 2016-05-16

global pop beschreibt in mehr als vierzig beiträgen das phänomen weltmusik in seiner ganzen breite ordnet es historisch ein und schließt es an aktuelle
kulturwissenschaftliche diskussionen an das buch führt in zentrale begriffe ein und bietet eine anschauliche beschreibung von charakteristischen akteuren und
musikalischen genres neben den künstlern gilt das interesse auch exemplarischen figuren die für die vermittlung von weltmusik stehen darüber hinaus sind die
kulturpolitischen sowie musikwirtschaftlichen infrastrukturen von weltmusik in deutschland thema auch der name weltmusik wird aus verschiedenen perspektiven diskutiert
problematisiert und inklusive aktueller entwicklungen einer weltmusik 2 0 verstanden die durch digitalisierung und online kommunikation geprägt ist

Nawabs, Nudes, Noodles 1975

akashvani english is a programme journal of all india radio it was formerly known as the indian listener it used to serve the listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting and
give listener the useful information in an interesting manner about programmes who writes them take part in them and produce them along with photographs of performing
artists it also contains the information of major changes in the policy and service of the organisation the indian listener fortnightly programme journal of air in
english published by the indian state broadcasting service bombay started on 22 december 1935 and was the successor to the indian radio times in english which was
published beginning in july 16 of 1927 from 22 august 1937 onwards it used to published by all india radio new delhi in 1950 it was turned into a weekly journal later the
indian listener became akashvani english in january 5 1958 it was made a fortnightly again on july 1 1983 name of the journal akashvani language of the journal english
date month year of publication 25 10 1959 periodicity of the journal weekly number of pages 56 volume number vol xxiv no 43 broadcast programme schedule published page
nos 9 54 article 1 persian and indian music 2 songs of rural bengal 3 the socialite author 1 thakur jaidev singh 2 suresh chakravarty 3 m chalapathi rau keywords based on
maqam at parada ragas immense variety ahead of others the sari document id ape 1959 j d vol ii 17 prasar bharati archives has the copyright in all matter published in
this and other air journals for reproduction previous permission is essential

Classical Urdu Literature from the Beginning to Iqbāl 2017-03-31

this book is related to the importance of marathas as well as the process of nation making

Global Pop 1890

this book looks at education reforms planning and policy through an exploration of the yash pal committee report 1993 in india which made recommendations to improve the
quality of learning while reducing cognitive burden on students it analyses the wide ranging impact the report had on curriculum pedagogy teacher education reforms and
the national policy on education the book examines the legacy of the report tracing the various deliberations and critical engagements with issues around literacy
language and mathematics learning curriculum reforms and classroom practices assessment and evaluation it reviews contemporary developments in research on learning in
diverse disciplines and languages through the lens of the recommendations made by the learning without burden report while engaging with challenges and systemic issues
which limit inclusivity and access to quality education drawing on extensive research and first hand academic and teaching experience this book will attract attention and
interest of students and researchers of educational policy and analysis linguistics sociology and south asian studies it will also be of interest to policy makers think
tanks and civil society organisations



The journal of the Anthropological Society of Bombay 1883

reprint of the original first published in 1875

Historical and Descriptive Sketch of His Highness the Nizam's Dominions 1959-10-25

the essays in new mansions for music performance pedagogy and criticism look at one of the most ancient and rigorous classical musical traditions of india the karnatik
music system and the kind of changes it underwent once it was relocated from traditional spaces of temples and salons to the public domain nineteenth century madras led
the way in the transformation that karnatik music underwent as it encountered the forces of modernization and standardization this study also contributes to our
understanding of the experience of modernity in india through the prism of music the role of madras city as patron and custodian of the performing arts especially
classical music offers an invaluable perspective on the larger processes of modernization in india as the title suggests the areas of classical music which were most
influenced by these developments were pedagogy or modes of musical transmission performance conventions and criticism or music appreciation once the urban elite demanded
the widening of the teaching of classical music traditional modes of music instruction underwent a major change involving a breakdown of the gurushishya parampara or the
tradition wherein the teacher imparted knowledge to a chosen few caste and kinship were important determining factors for the selection of these shishyas or students but
in modern institutions like the universities these boundaries had to be demolished simultaneously the public staging of music brought the performer into a new
relationship with his audience especially as the art form became subject to validation and criticism by the newly emerging music critic in an immensely readable book
peppered with anecdotes and conversations with leading musicians and critics of the day as well as humorous visual representations part caricature part satirical the
author describes a rapidly changing society and its new look in early twentieth century madras

AKASHVANI 1908

from a decree of charlemagne in 789 a c we see that human sacrifices were still common in his barbarous empire especially among pagan saxons they did not begin to die out
till the 9th century unable to prevent the sacrifice of cattle at ancient shrines gregory i 600 a c instructed his missionaries that these were to be offered up to god
and to christ at the new churches which often were the old sacred circles from sacrifice this 1906 classic of comparative literature hard to find in print today was the
first english language project to approach the world s religions from an anthropological perspective the work of thirty years for scottish author james g r forlong 1824
1904 it was originally published under the now antiquated title a cyclopedia of religions and produced at the author s own expense so strongly did he feel about the need
for it despite the reluctance of the publishing houses of the day to produce it a road engineer by trade forlong traveled the world learning seven languages and becoming
an avid amateur student of native culture his labor of love was gathering in this three volume set a comprehensive academic knowledge of the totality of human religious
belief volume iii n z includes entries on such gods peoples places practices symbols and concepts as na aman naga oaths and odin pagoda pantheism and quakers ra runes
shin to and sophists talisman tertullian unicorn and upanishads vana wells yggdrasil and zeus and much more

The Tale of the Tulsi Plant and Other Stories 2017-08-29

this riveting tale of the kohinoor the worldÕs most coveted gem unearths fascinating new information as it moves from the mughal court to persia to afghanistan from
maharaja ranjit singh s durbar in punjab to the queen of england s crown a thrilling tale full of violence drama and intrigue

Rise of Maratha Power 1965

set in the heart of indian bush subhan and i is about angling for the hump backed mahseer the greatest fresh water fighting fish in the world under the most harrowing
circumstances in a swim which many experts believe cannot hold big fish whilst others state that even if they were there landing them would be impossible it is against
this challenging backdrop two men subhan and the author from socially different backgrounds battle hard to outwit and land the elusive mahseer in the turbulent waters of
river cauvery the book is not just a treasure trove of information on angling and life in the bush it is also about the life and trials faced by the two men lost in the
madness of trying to save the mahseer against all odds of special interest to the readers will be the tips on angling the many anecdotes related to the author s family
and life experiences lend the book its heart and soul it also traces the position of the fish in history as it flirts with the gods of our world the book is a must read
for not only anglers but also wildlife enthusiasts



Mogul India 2022-07-29

the indian listener fortnightly programme journal of air in english published by the indian state broadcasting service bombay started on 22 december 1935 and was the
successor to the indian radio times in english which was published beginning in july 16 of 1927 from 22 august 1937 onwards it was published by all india radio new delhi
from july 3 1949 it was turned into a weekly journal later the indian listener became akashvani in january 5 1958 it was made a fortnightly again on july 1 1983 it used
to serve the listener as a bradshaw of broadcasting and give listener the useful information in an interesting manner about programmes who writes them take part in them
and produce them along with photographs of performing artists it also contains the information of major changes in the policy and service of the organisation name of the
journal the indian listener language of the journal english date month year of publication 02 07 1950 periodicity of the journal weekly number of pages 68 volume number
vol xv no 27 broadcast programme schedule published page nos 8 38 40 62 article 1 democracy at crossroads a retrospect 2 the artist 3 psychology of crime 4 post war world
and the common man 5 kashmir the land and its people author 1 h e dr kailash nath katju 2 asit k haldar 3 kamalabahen shah 4 diwan chaman lall5 a k gopala pillai keywords
1 gram sabha legislature oligarchy trade union adult franchise 2 sculpture painting civilization indian art 3 psychology criminal instinct depression unemployment 4 world
war i and common man great depression balance of power doctrine george bernard shaw 5 culture of central asia and kashmir west asia and kashmir kashmiri literature
document id inl 1950 j d vol iii 03

Learning without Burden 2023-11-18

Shah Jahan 2017-08-10

New Mansions For Music 2008-01-01

Encyclopedia of Religions 2016

Kohinoor 2012-11-20

Subhan and I: My Adventures with Angling Legend of India 1950-07-02

THE INDIAN LISTENER 1921

Books by Catholic Authors in the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh 1865

The Athenaeum 1865

The Athenaeum
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